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"Hang On To Your Diapies Babies, We're Going In" was hilarious! Giving details on The Rugrats Movie, it opened my
mind to a whole slew of facts that I don't think I could have found anywhere else! Must read for all Rugrats fans.

Times in parentheses are the minutes and seconds into the video. The "Okie-Dokie Jones" Sequence: Maybe
we should go back. Okie-Dokie Jones never goes back! Hang on to your diapies, babies! After the babies
return to reality, Chuckie explains what would happen as the Rugrats crashed into a patio window 0: We
thought the fun times would last forever The Rugrats were discussing how the new baby is gonna look like
when they were interrupted by Angelica hauling cookies 0: You dumb babies got a lot to learn about the facts
of lice! When the shower was interrupted by Didi going into labor, the gang takes her on to the hospital 0: Up
you go, sprout; we got a Pickles to deliver. Before leaving, the goat accidentally turns the sprinklers on 0: On
a video screen, Dr, Lipschitz welcomes his patients 0: Welcome to the Werner P. Lipschitz Center For Holistic
Birthing, offering the mother parent the state of art of primitive birth alternatives. After seeing the "Aquatic
Immersion Room", one of many places to give birth here 0: The last words uttered by a Rugrats character
before Didi gives birth besides her screaming 0: Have we got a good reading on the EFM? Oh, my wonderful,
sweet baby boy! Betty, looking on, comments 0: After seeing an ad for it, Angelica wants to go to the Banana
Bros. At a diner, The Banana Bros. Nothing is better in St. Serge does a spit-take when he sees the monkeys
start the train rolling Serge: Grandpa spots the Rugrats playing in the shipping crate 0: When Dil has stolen
Cynthia from Angelica 0: Hand off the merchandise, Pinky! The words that launched the Rugrats on their
adventure 0: You want a ride in a wagon? The Reptar Wagon rolls outside, but Angelica had no time to
witness it, as "Shirleylock Holmes" was coming back on 0: Next commercial, you babies are in big trouble!
Angelica wants Spike to help her search for Cynthia 0: I want those fugitives back in custardy! The Rugrats
bounce around in a Nighty Night Mattress truck as it tumbles down a hill 0: This is more fun than picking
noses! Or making bubbles in the bathtub! Dil goes poopie 0:
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Rugrats: Hang on to Your Diapies, Babies, We're Going In!: Trivia from the Hit Movie! by Kitty Richards (, Paperback) Be
the first to write a review.

Hang on to your diapies and get the scoop on Rugrats. Before Rugrats, they worked on The Simpsons. After
their divorce, the two stuck together, producing more iconic Nicktoons including Aaahh!!! The show was
inspired by one incredibly simple question. Arlene Klasky said she asked herself , "If babies could talk, what
would they say? All of the babies were voiced by women. Sure, three of the four main characters were boys,
but all of them were little enough to merit high-pitched voices. Elizabeth Daily, who voiced Tommy Pickles,
once recorded for the show while she was in labor. She told The Guardian: Rugrats is the second-longest
running Nicktoon of all time. The babies have their very own star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Rugrats is
the only Nickelodeon show to hold that honor. Devo frontman Mark Mothersbaugh wrote the theme music.
An invoice for Didi reveals the Pickles live in California. Powder blue is the color everyone knows and loves
from later episodes. In reality, goes the theory , Chuckie died along with his mother and Tommy was stillborn.
Pat Sajak made a cameo. The Rugrats comic strip was once accused of being anti-Semitic. Rugrats was the
first Nicktoon to release a movie. A Rugrats-Wild Thornberrys crossover movie exists. The release Rugrats
Go Wild was just one interesting, if not hugely successful, spin on the cartoon. You might remember All
Grown Up featuring the gang as pre-teens. We think in some ways this is our Mickey Mouse.
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However, it is often his misinterpretations of adult conversation, the workings of different devices, or
intentions of others around him that provide the Rugrats with a goal to seek as the plot of the episode. He is
quite intelligent, giving, and kindhearted, and was characterized by great determination and leadership. He and
his friends are playing Okey Dokey Jones a parody of Indiana Jones at the beginning of the film. He gets a
new baby brother, however, he thought he was getting a sister. While his mother is giving birth, he and his
friends go through the hospital to "find her". However, when Didi gives birth, the baby turns out to be male
instead. His friends Lil and Phil plan to take Dil back to the baby store or "hopsical" hospital. Tommy does not
want Phil and Lil DeVille to take Dil to the hospital, because his mom and dad want to keep him. Slowly
through the movie, his complete diaper falls down. About to pour the food on Dil, he stops himself, holds him
close and apologizes. As they become loving brothers, Tommy sings Dil a lullabye and they slowly fall asleep.
Before the film ends, Dil decides to share his bottle with his big brother, Tommy. The Movie Tommy is also a
main character along with Chuckie and the others. Despite being a major character, this is his most prominent
moment in the film as Chuckie is the central focus. He and the other Rugrats help Chuckie find his new
mother. They eventually do, but Nigel develops amnesia and thinks that he is a toddler. This is a crossover
animated film of Rugrats and The Wild Thornberrys. He aims to be just like his hero, Nigel, as he pretends to
be him and "captures film" of a three-toed sloth. Lil, being the camerawoman and Chuckie, the director, and
others spot a Siberian tiger in their words Siferian tiger. Thus, sending them into the river, where they
encounter a "Crocagator" and escape it with a chew toy. In the final scene, the families unite and Tommy
decides to be like his father when he gets older. A few episodes have been made around this fact; "Truth or
Consequences" first US tx: November 30, , revealed he made his first film at the age of 37 months, then
making a negative film about his friends. April 25, , when he was filming Lil at the soccer field. In the episode
"Thief Encounter" first US tx: December 6, , he was discovered to be stealing goods and the flamingo statue
from around the neighborhood, but that was because he was sleep walking with the flamingo statue; in "River
Rats" first US tx: July 16, , he was the worst cowboy out of the regulars always roping up Lil. Up until early
Season 2, Tommy was also either shown or mentioned as being part of the school soccer team, even trying to
teach Dil how to play "Fools Rush In", first US tx: Appearance[ edit ] Tommy now has purple hair like his
father, Stu. From season 2 onwards, his hair was changed to a blue color. From season one, he wears a white
shirt with Yellow sleeves. From season 2 onwards, Tommy like most characters expanded his wardrobe and
began wearing many different outfits. He still keeps his screwdriver he had as a baby in his pocket. More
recently, he had a keychain with a screwdriver on it. Love interests[ edit ] Olivia: Tommy meets Olivia for the
only time whilst on vacation in the episode "Fear of Falling". After she develops a huge crush on Tommy, he
spends nearly all his time with her and she eventually provides him with his first kiss. Tommy fell deeply in
love with Rachel in the episode "Rachel, Rachel" after they met each other at Hebrew school. They were both
there to prepare for their respective Bar and Bat Mitzvahs. They soon became official boyfriend and girlfriend
before breaking up in the final season episode "All Broke Up" due to Rachel moving away. In "All Broke Up",
Tommy also shows an interest in another girl called Nida, which is interrupted by Rachel who unexpectedly
decided to surprise him. Reception[ edit ] Tommy has been very well received, and is considered by some[
who?
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Get this from a library! Hang on to your diapies, babies, we're going in!: trivia from the hit movie. [Kitty Richards] -Presents a wealth of trivia about the characters and events that occur in The Rugrats Movie.".

The Rugrats Movie Directed by: Norton Virgien , Igor Kovalyov Starring: Adults will duck for cover! I was a
cartoon junkie back then still am! Wait a minute, what? I loved it back then, so you bet your ass that I watched
this film when it came out in In fact, this film was one of my major video rentals back when my video store
sold But as I got older, my craving for cartoons expanded, so Rugrats and the movie soon became a thing of
the past. Does this film withstand the sands of time or has it aged over time? Well, as Tommy Pickles would
say, "hang on to your diapies, babies! All is right within the world of toddler Tommy Pickles Daily. That is,
until everything is ruined by the arrival of a new baby brother named Dil Strong. And as usual, Tommy feels
ignored with Dil recieving all the attention. Tommy, now with responsibility on his shoulders, tries to stop
them, but they all end up riding through a dark forest in a Reptar wagon. The characters look pale and dingy,
and the backgrounds around them look faded. At times, it improves, but goes back to looking like a modern
3D movie that you watch with those stupid modern 3D glasses. How come Angelica has the ability to talk to
year old babies? And how can they talk back? Despite the weird colour scheme, the animation is nice to
watch, if not remarkable. It pretty much looks like the original show; goofy, bizarre, and the babies still look
strange without teeth. Believe it or not, the film actually has songs. And you can even hear the word during the
scene! Now that takes balls. A scene from Okey Dokey Jones: Kingdom of the Crystal Diaper. And finally,
despite not having seen the movie for nearly a decade, I remembered I do not kid you. Every line, every scene
came back to me to haunt my mind. When I usually re-watch a childhood classic of mine, I tend to remember
only a few bits and pieces. This is not the case here. Is that considered to be scary? The only thing that was
running through my mind was how on earth could I possibly remember something that was kept shut from my
memory? You may see a clueless dog I see Bruce Willis. Place ya bets, people! Despite being forgotten by
many over the years, The Rugrats Movie is a movie that somehow manages to stand the test of time. As for
my overall rating for the film, I decided to ditch the rating for this particular film. Is that what this movie is?
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Hang on to Your Diapies, Babies, We're Going In! is an The Rugrats Movie trivia book that was released in October 1,
by Simon Spotlight. Summary Trivia from The Rugrats Movie ; told from the characters' perspective.

The new anime season is almost upon us. I do make edits and will re-write some things but overall I just grab
from the good folks over at the something awful forums. Why do I do this? I try to fix that! Ika Musume
Continuation of the first season. If you love moe girls and squid puns and ink jokes this is the show for you!
Media Blasters is finally bringing over the first season if you want it dubbed though! Dumb shounen
fanservice show. Do I really need to say anything more? Depends if I feel like watching a dumb fanservice
show and liking it enough to talk about it! Supposed to be a really good comedy. Somebody go bug Darkfire,
maybe ARF? Maji de Watashi ni Koi Shinasai!! Stars Fukuyama Jun as the goofy student council president
and typecasts Chihara Minori as the emotionless girl who lost her memories. Hunter X Hunter A reliable
source in the anime industry informs us: He also mentioned that the manga would be stopping again in
December. Directed by Sato Junichi, who is mostly known for doing feel-good anime Tamayura, Aria the
Animation, etc and written by the Sunrise creative staff. Shounen show about solving puzzles? The exposition
will be terrible. Cute girls doing cute things, also taking photos. Staff does an anime that is pretty much K-On
except with guys instead of girls and without the music. Reasons not to watch this: This is a genderswap,
soooooo This is a recipe for fantastic right here. Watch the show with me you philistines. This is starting to get
pretty repetitive I rewrote this one completely because the writeup I got sucked Adaptation of the Persona 4
video game which was beary good. Then we chill with teddy and do some beary cool stuff.
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Find Hang On To Your Diapies, Babies, We'Re Going In! by Richards, Kitty at Biblio. Uncommonly good collectible and
rare books from uncommonly good booksellers.

That windbag thought Phil and Lil were intestinal gas. Lipschitz is the expert. None of you have a Ph. How
my pups would squabble if they were both boys! Im not gonna waste my life as a clock-punching,
paper-pushing You got no insurance, no savings and another kid on the way. For your information, bro, I am
working on something now - - that will put this branch of the Pickles family on easy street. That was last year.
This is the Reptar wagon! The ultimate in toddler In my day, we had plenty of fun just throwing rocks at each
other. The Reptar Corp is holding a toy-design contest. And Ill be famous! Maybe Ducktar was a little
complex. You babies got a lot to learn about the facts of life. I must get back to the dessert table before the
grown-ups eat it all. Angelica, can you help us find my baby sister? Your mummy and daddy will forget all
about you. They put him out in the rain and he turned into a dog. My mum and dad will always love me. A
baby is really neat a baby is a Special treat Who does Suzy Carmichael A baby is a little dickens a baby is a
cuddly chicken - A baby is lots of joy - A baby will get all the toys! Do you really think babies are a gift from
a Bob?
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Rugrats: Hang on to Your Diapers, Babies, We're Going in! [Kitty Richards] on theinnatdunvilla.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Trivia from the Rugrats movie that unravels the mysteries of baby talk.

Stu from the CB: Sky Pickle to ground Pickle. Stu, Stu, is that you? We have aerial search! In the air, Stu is
not alone: Not so fast you monkeys! The Reptar Wagon is coming at full speed with Chuckie driving it! Gosh,
I never knowed he was so brave. Well, we better get in the wagon and get outta here. You guys take Dil and
go look for the lizard. I gotta go help my bestest friend. Hand over my Cynthia, Finster. The monkeys is
coming! Just after Chuckie get away, a monkey herd come and one of them drop Cynthia! Unfortunately for
Angelica, a monkey steal his doll another time! Chuckie have getting out of the forest but he stumble on a
stone. Chuckie throw the compote in the river He found himself covered by banana! Unfortunately for him,
the monkeys love this fruit and jump on him! I was only kidding. We can hear bark in the distance Tommy use
his sponstatility another time and We gots a lizard to see! Oh, hey, hey, hey, hey. Meanwhile, Dil is playing
Thanks to Dil, Reptar hurtle down the slop and go save the Rugrats! Hang onto your diapies, babies. Hey, you
stupid diaper bag! The twins hunt two monkeys and Angelica get aboard. After they have get down the slop,
they tear along on rails and get into a forbidden cave. The Reptar Wagon go on a hole and stop immediately! I
will reduce you to a pulp! When Reptar told "Hand onto your diapies, babies!
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Stu proceeds to weld. You barely make ends meet now. For your information, bro, I am working on something
right now that is going to put this branch of the Pickles family on Easy Street. What is it this time, huh, an
electric sponge? That was last year. The ultimate in toddler transportation. Grandpa fixes an old radio as he
talks. Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah. Drew points to a Dactar glider, which is suspended from the ceiling. Maybe
Dactar was a little The Reptar Wagon spits fire. The Rugrats enter the room to their amazement. How are we
gonna find her, Tommy? You dumb friends got a lot to learn about the facts of lice. I gotta get back to the
dessert table before the grownups get all the good stuff. Angelica dumps cookies on a table. Angelica, can you
help us find my baby sister? Back when his name was Paul. Yeah, but, then you came along and they put him
out in the rain and he turned into a dog. My mommy and daddy will love me no matter what! Boris
accompanies her on an accordion. Who does Susie Carmichael think she is? A baby has lots of toes, a baby
has a tiny nose. Angelica leaves while the other Rugrats watch from inside. All are singing, unless specified. A
baby is a little dickens, a baby is a cuddly chicken. A baby is lots of joy. What are you doing? A baby is from
outside space! A baby is extra fancy. A baby poops in his pantsies! Music switches to a tejano beat, using
different arrangement. The Rugrats climb outside to watch. Like a birdie, singing in a tree! More like Reptar,
screaming in your ear! A baby is a gift, a gift from a Bob! A baby is a gift from a Bob, Bob, Bob! A baby is a
gift. Angelica does a gagging gesture. A gift from a Bob! Cut to under table, where the Rugrats crawled
underneath. Tommy and Chuckie are talking, while music continues under. Do you really think babies are a
gift from a Bob? A baby is very special! A baby is, is NOT!!!!! Didi groans in discomfort. Everybody to your
stations, people! Charlotte, call the hospital. Deed, start your breathing. Come on, good girl. Didi begins her
rhythmic breathing. The other grownups pick up the Rugrats. Up we go, sprout. We got a Pickle to deliver.
During the rush, the goat broke loose and destroyed the party. While the goat destroys things, it sets off the
sprinkler system. Would somebody turn that sprinkler off? The goat comes inside, dragging a chair on his leg.
Grandpa and Tommy look on. Cut to interior, looking at a bank of monitors with Dr. Lipschitz Center for
Holistic Birthing, offering the modern parent the state of the art in primitive birth alternatives. While Lipschitz
speaks, a statue with Lipschitz holding several babies come into view. Then, cut to a board that displays the
names of mothers giving birth, in a fashion of the "Arrivals" and "Delays" board at airports. The gang arrive at
the reception desk. Well, I guess we could try and squeeze you in somewhere, huh? Lipschitz promised us the
all-natural Zen experience in the tibetin terrace room! In my day, a woman just dropped her baby in the potato
field and kept going. Ah, yes, the old country room. Nurse opens door to a room that has maternity equipment
in a middle of a potato field, complete with cows and a farmer. Do you have anything a little cleaner? We
could try the aquatic immersion room. The gang looks at a window of a tank that has fish, a sea turtle and
ruins, plus the pre-requisite maternity gear. A couple of doctors enter; one of them is Dr. Stu, Didi, Randy
called to say you were on your way. How far apart are the pains, hon? Didi squeezes his hand very tight pretty
much constant. The Rugrats are placed in a playpen. Here you go, sprout. Grown-ups leave; Didi continues her
breathing exercises. Grandpa and Boris sit nearby, preparing to play cards. Oh, gosh, Tommy, your mommy
sure seems upset. Maybe your baby sister really is losted. Maybe we can buy her a new one. Tommy pulls out
his chocolate coin. Pull away to reveal several doctors walking around, carrying babies. The Rugrats, in the
usual fashion, break out of the playpen, and crawl out without being caught by Grandpa and Boris, who are
too busy playing "Fish". You got any queens? Hey, a baby store. You guys help me pick one my mom will
like. The song "This World is Something New to Me" begins as babies cry and Chuckie steps on one of the
light switches on the floor. How did I get here? Today is very different than yesterday. So this is the world? I
miss my old womb. This word is something strange. Robotic camera zooms in on next baby. But I love the
extra leg room. Points to her bellybutton Man! They cut my cord!
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That bouncing on a mattress is more fun than a lot of things! Thank "Bob" these and other mysteries of "The Rugrats
Movie" can be found in this treasure trove of trivia that's a treat for everyone. After all, a baby's got to know what a
baby's go Come on, Rugrats fans you gotta find out: Just who.
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